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Abstract. Let f : X ~ Z be a log smooth and proper morphism of log schemes in characteristic p
such that the monoid MZ/O*Z is constant. We prove that if E is a locally free crystal on X with a
(weak) Frobenius structure, then for every affine PD thickening T of Z, the crystalline cohomology
Rr(X/T) 0 Q depends only on the monoid MT, and not on the map MT ~ OT. This result
generalizes the theorem of Hyodo and Kato comparing De Rham and crystalline cohomologies in
the context of semi-stable reduction, as well as Christol’s "transfer theorem" on p-adic differential
equations with regular singularities.

1. Introduction

Let V be a discrete valuation ring of mixed characteristic p, with fraction field K
and perfect residue field k; let K be an algebraic closure of K, W(k) be the Witt
ring of k, and Ko the fraction field of W(k). If Y/K is a smooth and proper K-
scheme, an important source of information about Y/K is the arithmetic structure
on the cohomology of Y/K. For example, its ~-adic étale cohomology admits a
continuous action of Gal(K/K). When f is not p, the inertial part of this action is
quasi-unipotent, and the ~-adically continuous operation of Gal(K/K) amounts to
an algebraic representation of the so-called Weil-Deligne group [4]. If f = p, the
action seems to be so complex that it is best studied by crystalline methods, via the
"mysterious functor" and what Illusie has called the "hidden structure" on the De
Rham cohomology of Y/K.

When Y/K has good reduction, this hidden structure on De Rham cohomology
comes from the crystalline cohomology of the special fiber, which provides us with
a Ko-form Hcris of HDR on which there is a Frobenius-linear automorphism 03A6.
These data can be conveniently expressed in terms of an action of the so-called
crystalline Weil group Wcris(K), i.e. the group of all automorphisms of K which
act as some integral power of the Frobenius endomorphism of k [2, 4.1]. In the
general case, Jannsen has conjectured the existence of a "03A6 and N" acting on a
canonical form Hss of the De Rham cohomology over the maximal unramified
extension of K(k). Strictly speaking, H ss, 03A6, and N are not canonical, and depend
on an additional choice of a uniformizer and a valuation of V, but again the entire
package (along with the implicit dependencies) can be naturally described by means
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of an action of a crystalline analog of the Weil-Deligne group. This can be though
of as the semidirect product:

where the inner action of Wcris is via the usual action of Wcris(K) on K(1). (Note:
K(1) is just K with a twisted action of Wcris (K ) : if c E K(1) and 1b E Wcris (K),
this twisted action 03C1K(1) is given in terms of the usual action by 03C1K(1)(03C8)(c) =
P - deg 03C803C8(c). )

CONJECTURE 1 (Fontaine-Jannsen). Suppose Y/K is smooth and proper. Then
each HqDR(Y/E) admits a canonical continuous semilinear action of Wcris(K),
and this action, together with the Hodge filtration on HDR(Y/K), determines the
action of Gal(K/K) on H¿t (Y, Qp).
We should point out that Grothendieck’s proof of the local monodromy theorem

applies here too: the restriction of any semilinear continuous action of W cris on a
finite dimensional vector space to the subgroup K(1) is necessarily algebraic, i.e.
given by A H eAN for some nilpotent operator N.

The Fontaine-Jannsen conjecture has been partially proven by Hyodo-Kato
[8] (which establishes the existence of the "hidden structure"), Kato [11] (which
sketches the comparison theorem), and Faltings [6] (who discusses cohomology
of a curve with twisted coefficients), using the technique of logarithmic crystalline
cohomology. The most difficult part of [8] is a comparison between crystalline
cohomology of the special fiber of a semi-stable scheme over Spec V endowed with
two different log structures. In this paper we attempt to elucidate this comparison
theorem by providing a new proof, using the point of view of F-crystals. In fact,
our method generalizes the result in [8] to the case of coefficients in an F-crystal,
or, even more generally, to an F°°-span (15). We show that the result is, at least
philosophically, a consequence of Christol’s transfer theorem in the theory of p-adic
differential equations with regular singular points [3]. Our approach can perhaps
be viewed as a crystalline analog of Schmidt’s nilpotent orbit theorem for abstract
variations of Hodge structures over the punctured unit disc.

Here is a slightly more detailed summary of the manuscript. In the first section
we investigate the general properties of schemes X endowed with a "constant"
log structure 03B1X: MX - OX, i.e. a log structure such that the associated sheaf
of monoids MX/O*X is locally constant. If X is reduced, we see that this is the
case if and only if for every x E X and every nonunital local section m of Mx,x,
03B1X(m) = 0. We call log structures with this (stronger) property "hollow." The
justification for this terminology is that, if t is a section of Ox, then the log
structure obtained by adjoining a formal logarithm of t tells us to regard X as a
partial compactification of the complement of the zero set of t. Thus, adjoining the
logarithm of zero removes all the points of X, rendering it "hollow." We also discuss
the Frobenius morphism for log schemes. In particular, if X --+ X is the canonical
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mapping from a log scheme X to the same scheme with the trivial log structure,
we show (Lemma 10) that there is a map X ~ X(p) which behaves like a relative
Frobenius map Fxlx, even if the characteristic is zero. This construction is the key
geometric underpinning of our proof of the main comparison theorem (Theorem 1 )
in the next section. The third section rephrases the main comparison theorem in
the language of convergent crystals (Theorem 4) and explains the relationship
between the Hyodo-Kato isomorphism and Christol’s theorem. In particular, we
show (Proposition 33) that the Hyodo-Kato isomorphism is uniquely determined by
the logarithmic connection associated to a logarithmic degeneration, and we give
an "explicit formula" (Claim 35) for it. The last section is devoted to a logarithmic
construction of our crystalline analog of the Weil-Deligne group.

At this point I would like to acknowledge the influence of Luc Illusie on this
work. He was of course one of the original creators of the notion of logarithmic
structures used here, which he patiently explained to me during the spring of 1991.
It was he who turned my attention to the difficult points of [8] and it was he
who suggested that I try to find an alternative approach. I also benefitted from
discussions with W. Messing, M. Gros, and W. Bauer, and I particularly thank
P. Berthelot for a careful criticism of a preliminary version of this manuscript.
The National Security Association provided partial, but generous, support of the
research summarized in this article.

2. Constant and hollow log structures

We begin with a review of some terminology and notation. If M is a monoid, we
let ÀM: M ---+ M9 denote the universal map from M into a group. We say M is
"integral" if À M is injective, and from now on all the monoids we consider will be
assumed to have this property. We let M* denote the set of invertible elements of
M, which forms a submonoid (in fact a subgroup) of M. Unless explicitly stated
otherwise, our monoids will also be commutative, and in this case the group M*
acts on M and the orbit space M has a natural structure of a monoid; furthermore
M* = 0. It is immediate to check that the natural map Mg ~ Mg/M* is bijective,
so that we have a commutative diagram:

The bottom row of this diagram is an exact sequence of abelian groups.
In general, we say that a pair (i, 7r) of monoid morphisms forms a short exact

sequence of monoids if t is an injective morphism from an abelian group G into
a monoid M and 7r induces an isomorphism between the orbit space M/G and
the target P of 7r. Thus, the top row of the diagram above is an exact sequence of
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monoids, and we denote it by 039EM . We also say that (t, 03C0) forms an "extension of P
by G;" these form a category in the usual way which we denote by EXT’ (P, G).
A monoid M is said to be "saturated" if any element y of Mg such that ny E M

for some n E bf N already lies in M. If M is saturated so is M. Furthermore, M
is said to be "fine" if it is finitely generated. Then if M is fine and saturated, so is
M, and furthermore Mg is a finitely generated free abelian group.

LEMMA 2. Suppose that P is a monoid and G is an abelian group. Then the cat-
egory EXT’ (P, G) is a groupoid, and is naturally equivalent to the groupoid
EXTI (Pg, G). In particular, the automorphism group of any element of this
category is naturally isomorphic to Hom(Pg, G). If P is fine and saturated
and P* = 0, every object of EXT1 (P, G) is split.

Proof. It is easy to see that every morphism in EXT’ (P, G) is an isomorphism.
We claim that the functor from EXT (P, G) to EXT (Pg, G) which takes M to
Mg is an equivalence of categories. The main point is that, when M is integral, the
right hand square of the diagram

is Cartesian (i.e. the map M - P is "exact" in the terminology of [10]). Thus
the top sequence is the pullback of the bottom, and this gives an inverse to our
functor. Let us also make explicit the isomorphism Hom(Pg, G) - Aut(SM). If
03B8 E Hom(Pg, G) ~ Hom(P, G), define 03B8: M - M by the formula

Finally, if P is fine and P* = 0, then P9 = Pg is a finitely generated free abelian
group, so the sequence 0 ~ G ~ M ~ Pg ~ 0 splits.

A subset I of M such that a + b E I whenever a or b E I is called an "ideal
of M"; the set M+ of nonunits is the unique maximal ideal of M. An ideal I is
"prime" if a + b E I implies that a or b E I. A morphism (3: P ~ M is said to be
"local" if 03B2(P+) C M+.

If s C M is a submonoid, there is a universal map As: M ~ Ms such that
03BBS(S) C Ms. The monoid Ms, called the "localization of M by S," is constructed
in general in the usual way as the set of equivalence classes of pairs (m, s ) E M x S,
with (m, s) - (m’, s’) if and only if m + s’ + t = m’ + s + t for some t E S. Since
our M is integral, as is injective and we will often write m - s for the equivalence
class of (m, s). If S is a submonoid of a monoid N and 0 is a morphism N - M
(resp. M ~ N), we shall also allow ourselves to write Ms to mean the localization
of M by the image (resp. inverse image) of S under 0, and if s E M is any element,
we write Ms for the localization of M by the submonoid of M generated by s.
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If S is a submonoid of M, we let S denote the set of elements 9 of M such
that s + t ~ S for some t E M. Then S is a submonoid of M containing S, and
the natural map MS ~ MÊ is an isomorphism. Notice that S = S, so that ~ is

a closure operation. Finally, observe that the submonoids of M which are closed
under ~ are precisely the subsets whose complements are prime ideals.

LEMMA 3. Suppose that S is a submonoid of an (integral) monoid M such that
M9 is finitely generated. Then there exists a finitely generated submonoid S’of
S such that the natural map Ms, - Ms is an isomorphism, and if M is finitely
generated, so is Ms.

Proof. Since M is integral we have Sg C Mg, necessarily a finitely generated
subgroup. Suppose that it is generated by (si - tl ), ... (sn - tn), with si and ti in
S. Let S’ be the submonoid of S generated by the {si, ti}. Then any element of
S can be written as s = 03A3i nis’i - 03A3i mit’i with s’i and t2 in S’, and so we have
s + t’ E S’ for some t’ E S’. This implies that S = S’, so MS’ ~ Ms.

If X is a topological space we can work with a sheaf of monoids on X instead of
a single monoid and perform the analogous constructions. (Of course, the quotient
space M has to be computed in the category of sheaves, not presheaves, and in
Lemma 2 we can conclude only that the sequence E M is locally, not globally,
split.) Notice that a global section of M is a unit if and only if each of its stalks
is a unit. Furthermore, if 03B8: M ~ N is a morphism of sheaves of monoids, then
0(X): M(X) ~ N(X ) is local if each map of stalks MX,x ~ NX,x is, and in this
case we just say that 0 is local. Clearly this is true if and only 0(U) is local for
every open set U in X. Let Mo denote the sheaf associated to the presheaf which
assigns to each U the localization of M(U) by the inverse image of N*(U); then
the map M ~ N factors uniquely through Mo, and the map M03B8 ~ N is local. We
say that a morphism 0: M ~ N is "strictly local" if it is local and the induced map
M* ~ N* is an isomorphism, equivalently, if 0- IN* = M*.

If -y: P ~ N is any morphism, we can form the pushout diagram:

and the induced map pa -+ N is strictly local. Notice that if q is local, 03B3-1N* is
a subgroup of P* and in this case it is especially easy to construct the pushout. In
particular, when -y is local, the map P - pa is an isomorphism. For this reason it is
often helpful to construct pa in two steps: first localize q, then form the pushout.

If P is a monoid and X is a topological space, we also write P to denote the
locally constant sheaf of monoids associated to P on X. If N is a sheaf of monoids
on X, a "chart for N" is a morphism .of sheaves of monoids P ~ N such that the
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associated map Pa ~ N is an isomorphism. If, locally on X, N admits a chart,
we say that N is "quasi-coherent." If in addition the monoids P in the charts are
(integral and) finitely generated, we say that N is "fine."

Let (X, OX) be a locally ringed space. A "prelogarithmic structure on X" is
morphism of sheaves of monoids 03B1X: (Mx, +) ~ (OX, ·), and such an 03B1X is a
"logarithmic structure" if it is strictly local. If this is the case we can identify MI
and O*X, and we obtain an injective monoid morphism:

In fact, ax should be thought of as an exponential map, and if f is a section
of O x, 03B1-1X(f) as the (possibly empty) set of branches of log f defined by the
logarithmic structure. If (X, Ox) is a formal scheme with logarithmic structure
ax, we say that the data (X, Ox, Mx, ax ) form a "logarithmic formal scheme"
if Mx is quasicoherent. One defines morphisms of spaces with prelogarithmic
structure in the obvious way. If f : X - Y is a morphism of locally ringed spaces
and aY : My - OY is a logarithmic structure on Y, then the logarithmic structure
associated to f-1MY ~ OX is denoted by ax : f*MY ~ OX.
DEFINITION 4. If f : X - Y is a morphism of locally ringed spaces with logarith-
mic structure, we say that f is "solid" if the map f*MY ~ Mx is an isomorphism.
A prelogarithmic structure ax : Mx - OX on a locally ringed space X is "hol-
low" if for every x E X, the map ax,x: M+X,x ~ OX,x is zero, and is "constant"
if the sheaf of monoids Mx is locally constant.

We sometimes just say that "X is a constant log scheme" (or formal scheme) to
mean that X is a (formal) scheme endowed with a constant log structure.

PROPOSITION 5. Suppose that (T, MT, 03B1T) is a fine logarithmic formal scheme,
and let Z be its spine, i.e., the reduced subscheme of a subscheme of definition.
Then the following conditions are equivalent:
1. The sheaf of monoids MT is locally constant.
2. The sheaf of abelian groups WT is locally constant.
3. Whenever t and T are points of T and t is a specialization of T, the natural

map MgT,03C4 ~ MgT,03C4 is injective.
4. The logarithmic structure induced by aT on Z is hollow.
5. Locally on T, there exist charts P ~ MT such that P+ - OT ~ Oz is the

zero map.

Proof. It is clear that (1) implies (2) and that (2) implies (3). Assume (3) holds.
If MZ ~ OZ is the logarithmic structure induced on Z, MT ~ MZ is bijective,
so we may as well replace Z by T, and assume that T itself is a reduced scheme.
If t is a specialization of T, consider the commutative diagram
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The vertical arrows are injective because our monoids are integral, and (3) tells us
that the bottom horizontal arrow is injective. This implies that the horizontal arrow
on the top is also injective. Then the map MT,t ~ MT,T is local, and it follows
that the composite

is also local. Thus, if m is any element of MT t, its image in OT,03C4 lies in the maximal
ideal of OT,,, i.e. aT,t(m) lies in every prime ideal of OT,t, and consequently is
nilpotent, hence zero.

Suppose that (4) holds. Without loss of generality, we may assume that T is affine
and admits a chart: P ~ MT. If T ~ Spf A, we find a map)’: P - MT (T) - A.
Suppose that t is a point of T, and let S C P be the inverse image of MT t via
the map P - MT,t. According to Lemma 3, we can find a finitely generated
submonoid S’ of S’ such that the map Ps, - Ps is an isomorphism. Since the
elements of S’ map to units in OT,t, we may replace A by its formal localization
by )’(S’) and P by Ps,. Thus, we may as well assume that the map P ~ OT,t
is local. Then by (4) the image of every element of P+ lies in the stalk of Iz at
t. Observe that the ideal of the monoid algebra Z[P] generated by P+ is finitely
generated because Z[P] is noetherian, and it follows that the ideal I of A generated
by -y(P+) is also finitely generated. Since I is finitely generated, we may replace
A by a localization in which every element of P+ lies in Iz. This proves (5). To
show that (5) implies (1), we show that if P ~ MT is a chart as in (5) and if U is
a nonempty affine open set in T, then the map P ~ MT(U) is an isomorphism.
In fact, if f is any element of A which is not nilpotent modulo I, the image of
P+ ~ A f is topologically nilpotent and hence does not meet A*f, so that P ~ A f
is still local. For each f E A, let Paf denote the pushout:

Since P ~ A f is local, the induced map P ~ Pj is an isomorphism. Passing to
the associated sheaves, we see that P ~ M.

PROPOSITION 6. Suppose that M is a sheaf of monoids on X such that M is
locally constant, and suppose that we are given an isomorphism i: M* ~ O*X Then
there is a unique hollow log structure MX ~ Ox extending i.

Proof. Note first that for each open subset U of X and each section m of M(U),
the set Um of all x E X such that mx e M*x is both open (this is always true) and
closed (because Mx is locally constant). The restriction of m to Um is a unit of
M(Um), and we can define a(m) e OX(U) to be ¿(mlum) on Um and to be zero
on U B Ume Clearly this is the unique hollow log structure extending i.
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REMARK 7. We shall denote the log scheme constructed above by XM,i, or,
if there is no danger of confusion, by XM. If P is a monoid with P* = 0,
we let X p denote the log scheme associated to the prelog structure sending P+
to 0; this is canonically isomorphic to XO*X~P. If X =: (X, Mx, ax) is any

scheme or formal scheme with constant log structure, then since MX is locally
constant, we can define a hollow log structure 03B1#X: Mx - Ox. We shall denote
the corresponding log scheme by X and call it the "hollowing out" of X.

If X is a scheme and P is a fine saturated monoid with P* = 0, the set of

isomorphism classes of hollow log structures on X with MX = P is naturally
bijective with Hom(Pg, PicX). If X is affine and noetherian, the sets of such log
structures on X and on Xred are the same, because PicX ~ PicXred. In general,
the set of isomorphism classes of hollow log structures 03B1X : MX ~ Vx with
MX = P is given by the set of isomorphism classes of extensions 1 ~ O*X~
Mx - P ~ 0, i.e. by Extl (Pg, °x)o If P is fine9 then Pg is a free abelian
group, and this extension group can be identified with H1 (X, Hom(Pg, 0* » ~
Hom(Pg, PicX).

If X is a constant log scheme which is not hollow, the identity map does not
correspond, of course, to a map of log schemes X - XQ, but nevertheless we shall
see that there are natural commutative diagrams:

CLAIM 8. There is a unique morphism

such that 03B8d#(m) = dm for every section m of Mx and 03B8(d#a) = da for every
section a of OX.

Proof. Since d# is the universal logarithmic derivation of X#, it suffices to prove
that d is also a logarithmic derivation with respect to aa. Thus, it suffices to show
that d03B1#(m) = 03B1#(m)dm for all sections m of Mx. We check this on the stalks.
If m is a unit, then we have m = A (u) for a unit u E 0* , 03B1#(m) = a(m) = u,
and the equality is clear. If u is not a unit, then a# (m) vanishes, and the equality is
trivial.

Of course, the map 03A91X#/W ~ 03A91X/W has a geometric interpretation. Let X x X
denote the exact formal completion of X x X along the the diagonal. Then the
projection maps induce maps (X  X)# ~ Xb, and in fact we have a commutative
diagram:
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Here X#  X# is the exact formal completion of the diagonal, so that i and j are
exact closed immersions. Furthermore, 03A91X#/W is the conormal bundle of j and
03A91X/W is the conormal bundle of i. Then our map 03B8 of (8) is induced from the map
on conormal bundles in the above diagram.

If Z is a logarithmic formal scheme we let Z denote the underlying formal
scheme of Z with the trivial log structure, and similarly for morphisms. Then it is
easy to see that the natural map MgZ 0 OZ ~ 03A91Z/Z is surjective, and is bijective
if Z is hollow. The differentials of the complex Ç2z/z vanish, and the dual space
TZ/Z is a commutative Lie algebra. In characteristic p, it also has the structure of
a restricted Lie algebra [14, Sect. 1], coming from its interpretation as the set of
logarithmic derivations. Note that ~(p) = a for a E Hom(MZ, Fp). Thus when
Z is hollow, TZIZ Hom(MgZ. OZ) and its structure of a restricted Lie algebra
is compatible with the "mod p unit root F-crystal structure" corresponding to the
Fp-form of TTII, provided by Hom(MgZ Fp).

Suppose that P is a locally constant sheaf of fine monoids on a scheme (or
possibly a log scheme) Z and that P* = 0. Then the monoid algebras OZ[P] and
OZ[P9] are quasicoherent over OZ, and hence define schemes Ap and Gp over
Z, with Gp C Ap. The obvious inclusion mapping cxp: P ~ Oz [P] is a prelog
structure, and in fact is the universal one with source P. The scheme Gp is a torus
over Z, with character group P9. Notice that G p represents the functor on affine
Z-schemes which takes Spec A to the set of homomorphisms (P9, +) - (A*, ·).
On the other hand, T p =: V(OZ 0 Pg) represents the functor which takes Spec A
to the set of homomorphisms P9 - (A, +). If Y is a scheme with constant log
structure, we let Gy be the log scheme over Y obtained by endowing GM with
the log structure induced from Y.

LEMMA 9. Suppose that Y is a scheme with a fine saturated and hollow log
structure. Let Êy (1) denote the exact formal completion of the diagonal embedding
Y - Y x y Y, and let Gy denote the formal completion of Gy along the identity
section. Then there is a natural isomorphism of formal log schemes over Y :
Y ~ Y(1).

Proof. It is simplest to construct an isomorphism of functors on the category
of exact nilpotent immersions i: S - T of logarithmic Y-schemes. An element of
Y(1)(i) is a pair (f1, f2) of morphisms T ~ Y which agree on S and such that
f 1 = f2 := f . Thus it suffices to look at the corresponding morphisms of monoids
f*i: f-1 My ---+ MT. These two morphisms agree when composed with the map
MT ~ Ms, and since we have an exact sequence

they "differ" by a unique map f -1 MY ~ 1 + IT. Furthermore, since f, 1 and f2
agree on Y, this difference map factors through a map 6: f 1MgY ~ 1 + IT. The
pair ( fl, 6), which evidently determines ( fl, f2), is an element of Gy(z). On the
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other hand, given such a pair (f1, 03B4), we can define a new morphism of monoids
by setting f2*(m) =: f*1(m) + À(6(iff»; this defines a morphism of log schemes
because Y is hollow.

Let us now fix a positive integer p (usually a prime number). We shall see that
there is a sort of relative Frobenius morphism, relative to p, on any logarithmic
scheme, even in characteristic zero, and that this morphism can be used to push a
constant logarithmic structure until it becomes hollow.

If M is a sheaf of integral monoids on a topological space, there exists a
commutative diagram:

with exact rows in which the top square on the left is cocartesian and the bottom
square on the right is Cartesian. Furthermore h o g = g o h = pn, 039EM(n) ~ pn039EM
in EXT1(M*, M), and h is strictly local. To verify these claims, note first that
because M* is a sheaf of groups, it is easy to form the pushout M1 n): just take the
quotient of M* s3 M by the action of M* given by u(v, m) =: ( v - pnu, U + m).
If [v, m] is the equivalence class of (v, m), h[v, m] = v + pnm, and it is clear that
h is strictly local.
Now suppose that a: M ~ OT is a (pre)log structure on T. Then 03B1(n) =: cx o h

is also a (pre)log structure. In fact, if a is a log structure on T, then a(n) is the
log structure associated to the prelog structure cx o pn. Furthermore, we have a
commutative diagram of sheaves on T:

If we denote by T(n) the (pre)log scheme corresponding to a o h, then the
preceding diagram defines a canonical morphism

In general there is no map T(n) ~ T, however.
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If T ~ S is a morphism of log schemes, the natural map MT ~ 03A91T/S induces
a map MgT ~ nb1:’ and we find a commutative diagram:

If Z is a logarithmic scheme in characteristic p, we can interpret Fzlz -: F(1)Z/Z
as the relative Frobenius morphism of the morphism Z ~ Z. To see this, recall
that the absolute Frobenius endomorphism of a log scheme Z in characteristic p is
given by the commutative diagram:

The relative Frobenius morphism Fzlz is obtained by considering the dia-
gram :

in which the square is Cartesian and the map Fzlz is the unique one making the
diagram commute.

LEMMA 10. Suppose that (Z, Mz, az) is a log scheme in characteristic p, and
consider the diagram:

in which the upper left square is a pushout and 03B1(1)Z is the unique map making the
diagram commute. Then 03B1(1)Z defines a log structure on Z, and the corresponding
log scheme Z(1) is the pullback of Z ~ Z by FZ. If Z is fine and saturated, so is
Z(1), and if 03B3: P ~ Mz is a chart of Z, then, o p is a chart of Z(1). The relative
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Frobenius morphism FZ/Z is induced by the unique map h: M(1)Z ~ MZ such that
h o g = p and h 0 À Z(l) = Az. 

Proof. The morphism h is just the morphism of the same name in (3), and in

particular it is strictly local. This implies that 03B1(1)Z is also strictly local, and hence
is a logarithmic structure.

Now suppose that Z = Spec A and that -y: P ~ MZ(Z) is a chart of Z; let
(3 = : a o 03B3, and consider the diagram:

It is clear that the large rectangle is Cartesian. The pushout of the upper square is
Pa, and now the diagram:

shows that the large rectangle on the left is also a pushout, so that Pa’ is indeed the
log structure associated to q o p.

If Z is a scheme we write e(Z) for the smallest integer e such that ae = 0 for
every nilpotent section of OZ, if such an integer exists (e.g. if Z is noetherian).

LEMMA 11. Suppose that Z is a scheme in characteristic p with constant logstructure and that pr  e(Z). Then z(r) is hollow, and the map

factors through Zred.
Proof. If z E Z and and m E MZ z, then 03B1Z(m) is nilpotent, by (5), and it

follows that 03B1Z(m)e = 0. Then 03B1Z(r)(g(m)) = 03B1Z(m)pr = 0. Since the ideal
M+Z(r) is generated by g(Mi,z), we see that 03B1Z(r) annihilates it. Furthermore, the
map 7r (r) is just Fz, which evidently annihilates the nilradical of OZ. Since Zred
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has the log structure induced from that of Z, it follows that 03C0(r)Z/Z factors through
Zred.

3. The main comparison theorem

For simplicity we shall work over the Witt ring W of a perfect field k of character-
istic p, where and W are both endowed with the trivial logarithmic structure.

Let Z/k be a fine saturated logarithmic k-scheme of finite type. We shall be
working with various notions of crystals on Zlk, which take their values on various
kinds of thickenings of Z. A "PD-thickening" of an open subset U of Z is an exact
closed immersion U - T of f-s log schemes, together with a divided power
structure -y on the ideal of U in T which is compatible with the standard PD-
structure on (p). If pnOT = 0, we say that T is an object of Cris (Z/Wn), and if
this is true for some n we say that T is an object of Cris (Z/W ). We will also allow
T to be a formal scheme for the p-adic topology, in which case we say that it is an
object of Cris (Z/W)~.

An "enlargement of Z/W " is a pair (T, zT ), where T is a p-torsion free locally
noetherian logarithmic formal scheme T (with the p-adic topology), and zT is a
solid (Definition 4) morphism from a subscheme of definition ZT of T to Z. We
let IT denote the ideal defining ZT; if IT is the ideal (p), we say that T is a "p-adic
enlargement," and if IT is a PD-ideal we say T is a "PD-enlargement." (Note that
since OT is p-torsion free, the PD-structure will be unique if it exists. In particular,
a p-adic enlargement is a PD-enlargement in a unique way.) If T = (T, zT ) is an
enlargement of Z, we write e(T) for the smallest integer e such that f e E pOT
for every local section f of IT. Morphisms and coverings of PD-thickenings and
enlargements are defined in the obvious way, and one can form categories and sites
without difficulty [13].

Recall that a "crystal of OZ/W-modules on Cris (Z/W)" assigns to each object
T of Cris (Z/W) a sheaf of OT -modules ET and to each morphism f : T’ ~ T
an isomorphism 03B8f: f*(ET) ~ ET’, such that the standard cocycle condition is
satisfied. Similarly, a "(p-adically) convergent isocrystal on Z/W" assigns to each
(p-adic) enlargement (T, zT ) a sheaf of OT 0 Q-modules ET, with morphisms of
enlargements inducing corresponding isomorphisms of sheaves.

REMARK 12. If Z is a local complete intersection and Y/W is smooth then
the (p-adically completed) divided power envelope Dz (Y) of Z in Y is p-torsion
free, but in general this is not true and we do not know much about the structure
of the p-torsion - for example, we do not even know if it is closed in the p-adic
topology, or if it is contained in the ideal Jz of Z in DZ(Y). However, it is true that
the p-torsion forms an ideal of OD which is compatible with the divided powers
on JZ, and consequently the same is true of its closure. Furthermore, the torsion
is independent of the choice of embedding i : Z - Y: if 7r: Y ~ Y’ is a smooth
morphism and Z - Y’ is 7r o i, then the p-torsion of Dz (Y) is obtained from that
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of Dz (Y) by base change. Now if T is any affine object of Cris (Z/W), we can
choose a morphism T - Y and hence T - DZ(Y), and it follows that the image
in OT of the p-torsion ideal of DZ (Y) is independent of the choice of Y and of the
map T - Y. We denote the subscheme of T defined by this ideal by Ttf, and the
corresponding subscheme of Z by Zt f; so that Tt f is an object of Cris (Ztf/W).

EXAMPLE 13. Perhaps the most important example to keep in mind is the
following. Let T to be the spectrum of a discrete valuation ring. V of mixed
characteristic p with residue field k and fraction field K; let 1/ =: Spec K and let
e =: Spec k, all endowed with the trivial log structures. If Y/T is any scheme, we
let yx denote the log scheme obtained by endowing Y with the direct image [10,
1.4] of the trivial log structure on Y~ via the open immersion Y17 -+ Y. In particular,
the logarithmic structure 03B1T  : MT  ~ OT of T  is given on global sections by
the inclusion mapping V’ C V, where V’ is the monoid of nonzero elements of V.
Let us normalize the valuation v on V so that v (p) = 1; then v identifies V’ with
e-1 bf N, the set of all nonnegative rational numbers q such that eq E bf N, where
e is the absolute ramification index of V. We have a commutative diagram with
exact rows

Let flfl denote the reduction of T  modulo the maximal ideal of V; then we
have a similar diagram:

where Uv is the kernel of the map V* ~ k*. When e = 1, this sequence, like
the sequence (5), has a splitting which is more canonical than others, provided
by p. In general, in order to split (5) we need to choose a uniformizer 7r for V,
and two uniformizers determine the same splitting of (6) if and only if their ratio
belongs to Uv . If R is another complete DVR with the same residue field and
absolute ramification index as V, then the log schemes flfl and 03BE R are isomorphic,
but not canonically so, and this is why we insist on the subscript V in our notation.
Notice in particular that if V/ W is Galois, then Gal(V/W) acts on 03BE V, and the
action of the inertia group I(V/W) is not trivial, since it acts nontrivially on the
extension (6). Using the identification of the automorphism group of this extension
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with Hom(Vg, k*) given by formula (1) of Lemma 2 and the fact that an element
of I(V/W) acts trivially on Mex , we obtain a homomorphism

and it is clear that this homomorphism is none other than the tame character of
I(V/W).

The log structure of the scheme T  is not constant, but on the formal scheme
 it becomes so, and we can also consider the the corresponding hollow log

formal scheme  (Remark 7). Similarly,the log structure on the reduction Z’ of
Tl modulo p is not hollow if e &#x3E; 1, but it is constant, and we can also consider its

hollowing out Z. We have arrows

These arrows make  a p-adic enlargement of Z and an enlargement of el, and
make T X a p-adic enlargement of ZI and an enlargement of 03BE V.

The underlying scheme Z of Z  is just Spec V/pV, and a choice of a uniformizer
7r of V induces an isomorphism V/pV ~ k[e], where ~e = 0. Thus Z is a k-scheme
in a natural way, and it is clear that there is a corresponding logarithmic map
Z  ~ e 1 if and only if e = 1. We have a morphism of exact sequences of
monoids:

The morphism f has a canonical splitting, and so a choice of a uniformizer 7r
(modulo p) induces a splitting of g, i.e. of the map Mzx - M03BE . If e &#x3E; 1 this

splitting does not correspond to a morphism Z  ~ 03BE , but it does give us a
morphism

We can also consider the logarithmic Witt scheme of gfl constructed by Hyodo
and Kato [8, 3.1]. Namely, we observe that the Teichmuller mapping k* ~ W(k)
prolongs uniquely to a (hollow) map me X ~ W, and the associated log structure
on W(k) defines a hollow logarithmic formal scheme Sv, which is an object of
Cris (03BE V/W). We have a canonical isomorphism

Then morphisms of enlargements T ~ Sb correspond to splittings 03C3 of the
natural projection V’ ~ V’/U*V such that u agrees with the Teichmuller lifting
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when composed with the natural map k* ~ V’/U*V. It is clear that a choice of a
uniformizer 7r determines such a splitting 03C3 and that two uniformizers 7r and 03C0’
determine the same splitting if and only if their ratio is the Teichmuller lifting of
an élément of k*. In particular, the set of all morphisms T ~ Sa is a torsor under
Hom(Vg, U*V).

LEMMA 14. If T is a thickening of Z/W, then with the notations of diagram (3),
T(n) is a thickening of Z(n), and F(n)T/T is a morphism of thickenings over F(n)Z/Z.
If Z is hollow and T is a PD thickening of Z, then the reduction of T(n) modulo
(pn!) is hollow, and if T is an enlargement of Z, the reduction ofT( n) modulo (pl)
is hollow, if j is an integer less than or equal to pn/e(T).

Proof. The first statements are clear, since ¡I-;) z.. is just the identity map. Suppose
that Z is hollow and that z is a point of Z; then for any m E Mi z’ az(m) = 0. If T
is a thickening of Z and t is a point of ZT lying over z, the idéal M T,t is generated
by the image of M!z (since zT is solid), and it follows that cxT,t takes M;J,t into IT.
If T is a PD thickening, we see that aT(n) (g(m)) = 03B1T(m)pn = pn!03B1T(m)[pn],
which is zero modulo (pn ! ) . If T is an enlargement and j is less than pn/e(T), then
since 03B1T(m)e(T) is divisible by p, aT(m)pn is divisible by pj.

DEFINITION 1 S. An "F-crystal of width m" is a triple (E, 03A6, V), where E is a
crystal of Oz/w-modules and

are morphisms such thati) o V and V o 03A6 are multiplication by pm. An "F°°-span
of width m" is a sequence of crystals En and maps

such that &#x26;n o Yn and Vn o 03A6n are multiplication by pm. If (E’, 03A6’, V’ ) and
(E, 03A6, V ) are F°°-spans, then a "morphism of level ~" from E’ to E is a sequence
of morphisms ofcrystals {hn: E’n ~ En : n E bf N} such that

An F-crystal of width m gives rise to an F°°-span of width m, in the obvious
way. By pulling back and composing the maps of an F°°-span we also get maps

Of course, the composition of these two in either direction is multiplication by
pdm.

REMARK 16. It is clear that a crystal of OZ/W-modules on Cris (Z/W) defines
a p-adically convergent isocrystal. Moreover, by modifying the procedure of [12,
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2.8], we can associate to any F°°-span E on Cris (Z/W) a convergent isocrystal
(with an Foo-span structure). Namely, for each enlargement T = : (T, zT ) of Z/W ,
let us choose an integer r such that pr  e(T). Then if Tl is the subscheme of

definition of T defined by p, there is a unique map g: Tl ~ ZT whose composition
with the inclusion mapping ZT - Tl is FTi, and TT =: (T, zT o g) is a p-adic
enlargement of Z/W. Thus we can set En(T,zT) =: Q ~ En+rTr. To eliminate the
dependence on r, we note that if d  0 and g’ is defined with r’ = r + d in place of
g, then F1 o zT o g = zT o g’, and hence En+r’Tr’ ~ (Fd*ZEn+r+d)Tr. Then we can
use our given isogeny FZ* En+r+d ~ En+r to identify Q ~ En+r’Tr’ with (a ~ En+rTr.

Suppose that X and Z are fine saturated log schemes of finite type over and
that f : X - Z is a perfectly smooth ([14, 1.2]) morphism of relative dimension d.
If T = (T, zT ) is a PD-enlargement of Z, then the pullback XT of X to ZT is still
perfectly smooth, and since ZT - T is defined by the PD-ideal IT, we can form
the crystalline cohomology Rr(XT /T, z* E) of any crystal of OX/W-modules.
We usually denote this just by Rr(X/T, E).

THEOREM 1. Suppose that f : X - Z is a perfectly smooth ([14, 1.2]) morphism
of relative dimension d off-s log schemes of finite type over k and (E, -D, V) is
an F°°-span on X/W of level m, flat over Oz/w. Suppose that T is an affine
PD-enlargement of Z and that the log structure on Z is hollow. Then there is a
family of isogenies

Furthermore, p is compatible with the base change isomorphisms corresponding
to morphisms of PD-enlargements and with morphisms of F~ -spans (of arbitrary
level).

We begin by describing the "twisted inverse limit" construction on which our proof
relies.

Let M. =: {(Mn, 03C0n) : n E bf N} be an inverse system of abelian groups
indexed by the natural numbers. Fix a prime number p, and for each natural
number m, let

If m’  m, there is a natural map

which sends a family x. to the family y., where yn =: p(m’-m)nxn. We usually
just write Çm for çO,m.
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PROPOSITION 17. Let R be a noetherian ring, separated and complete for the
p-adic topology and let C be a complex of finitely generated p-torsion free R-
modules. Suppose that rrt is a natural number and v. is a sequence of natural
numbers such that vn - nm is eventually increasing and lim Vn - nm = 00. Then
the natural maps

are isomorphisms. If y. E limmH0(C/pvnC), then modulo p°° -torsion, pJl-+ty. lies
in the image of H0(C), where

and pt kills the p’ -torsion of H1 (C).
Proof. If M is an abelian group, p is a prime number, and k is an integer, then

for any element x of M ~ Q, we shall say that ordp (x)  k if and only if p-k x
lies in the image of the natural map M - M (D Q. The essential part of the proof
is contained in the following lemma.

LEMMA 18. Suppose that M is an abelian group whose p°° -torsion subgroup
is bounded (i.e. killed by some power of p.) Let m be a nonnegative integer and
{03BDn : n E bf N} a sequence of natural numbers such that vn - nm is eventually
increasing and lim(vn - nm) = oo. Let Mn =: M/p03BDn M, with the obvious
transition maps, forming an inverse system M.. Then

is an isomorphism. Furthermore, if y. E lirn’ M. and if M =: sup {nm + m - vn :
n E bf V}, then modulo torsion piy. lies in the image of lim M..

Proof. First let us suppose that M is torsion free. If M =: lim M/p03BDn M,
then M is p-adically separated and complete, and the maps M03BDn ~ Mvn are
isomorphisms. Thus we may as well (and shall) assume that M is itself separated
and complete. Suppose that y. 6 limmM. For each n e bf N, let n E M be any
lifting of yn and let xn =: p-nmyn E M 0 Q. 1 claim that {xn} is a Cauchy
sequence. In fact, the compatibility condition satisfied by the sequence y. implies
that pnm+m(xn - xn+1) = pmyn - yn+1 maps to zero modulo pvn M and hence
that ord (pnm+m(xn - xn+1))  vn. It follows that

and as this approaches infinity, our sequence is indeed Cauchy. Let x E M 0 Q be
its limit. In order to show that x maps to the image of y in (lim’M.) 0 Q, choose
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any N such that 03BDj - jm  03BDn - nm whenever j  n  N. Then for such j and
n,

and hence by induction on j  n we can prove that

for all j  n. It follows that the same is true in the limit, and hence

This tells us that in fact pmx maps to pmyn in MVn’ and so x maps to y. in

limm M. 0 Q.
For the uniqueness, suppose that x E M maps to zero in (lEimmM. ) 0 Q. Then

there exists a t E bf N such that ord(pt+nmx  03BDn) for all n e bf N. Then
ord(x)  vn - t - nm for all large n, and it follows that x = 0. Finally, observe
that ord(x0)  0, and use (10) and induction to prove that ord(p03BCxn)  0 for all n,
and hence that the same is true in the limit.

To prove the general case, let M f denote the quotient of M by its p°° -torsion
subgroup Mt Because the latter is killed by a power of p, it is clear that the
kemels of the maps lim Me lim M f. and lim m M. -+ limm Mf . are precisely the
p°°-torsion subgroups. Furthermore, for each n we have an exact sequence:

and since the maps of the inverse system Mt/plln M n Mt are surjective, so is the
map lim M. ~ lim M f.. Then the commutative diagram

shows that the lemma is true in general.

REMARK 19. The assumption that M have bounded p-torsion is an important
limitation of our method. In particular, if we start with an M which is assumed to
be p-adically separated and complete, then our method only gives us an element in
the quotient of M by the closure of the p-torsion subgroup tensored with Q, not in
M Q9 Q.

To prove the proposition, start with the exact sequence
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Now Torf(H1(C),Rvn) is just the kernel of multiplication by pVn on H1(C),
and the union over all vn of these is a submodule of Hl (C). Because Hl (C) is
noetherian, this submodule is finitely generated, and so there exists an integer t
such that P’ annihilates it. If y. E limmH0(C/p03BDnC), then each ptYn belongs in
fact to H°(C)/p"nH°(C), and the sequence of elements thus constructed lies in
limmH0(C)/p03BDnH0(C). As is well-known, H0(C) is finitely generated over R
and p-adically separated and complete, and the map H0(C) ~ lim H0(C/p03BDnc) is
bijective. Thus the proposition follows from the lemma.

Proof of Theorem 1. To simplify the notation we just give the proof for n = 0,
writing E for EO. Suppose that T = Spf A, and recall from [1, 7.24.3] that

Rr(X/T, E) is a perfect complex of A-modules. Let us consider the following
diagram, constructed so that the top squares are Cartesian:

Denoting the pullbacks of E1 to Xb1 and X#1 by the obvious superscripts and
using the base changing theorem in crystalline cohomology, we see that there is an
isomorphism:

The map ET/T is the identity, and hence the LFT/T. can be omitted. Thus we have
an isomorphism:

We also have an isomorphism F*X/ZE#1 ~ F*XE1, and hence 03A6 induces a map
F*X/ZE#1 ~ E. Since X/Z is perfectly smooth, Fxlz is the exact Frobenius
morphism, and so we have a relative F-span in the sense of [14, 5.2.1]. In particular,
by [ 14, 7.3.7], we have morphisms:

such that the composite in either direction is multiplication by pm+d. Composing
these arrows with (11) and iterating, we see that there are maps:
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such that vn o §n and §n o vn are multiplication by pn(m+d). There are similar
diagrams and morphisms relative to S’ =: T.
Now we see from Lemma 14 that the reduction of T(n) modulo (pn ! ) is hollow,

and hence canonically isomorphic to the reduction of s(n) modulo (pn ! ). Thus we
have a natural isomorphism

We define pn by means of the following commutative diagram:

One verifies easily that the reduction of pn+ 1 modulo (pn ! ) is pm+d03C1n and that all
our constructions are compatible with base change and Frobenius maps. Then the
existence of p, as well as its inverse, follows from Proposition 17 applied to C = :
Hom(Rf(XjT, E), R0393(X/T, E)) and vn =: ordp(pn!) = (pn - 1)1(p - 1).

It is clear that p is compatible with the base change maps corresponding to
morphisms of enlargements. To check compatibility with morphisms of F°°-spans,
suppose that h: E’ ~ E is such a morphism, of level l. Then h induces morphisms
on RF, which we denote by the same letter. It is easy to verify that we have

for all n. Then we compute modulo (pn!)

This shows that {h0 o 03C1’n} and (pn o h0} have the same image under the
map 03BEm+d,m+d+~, and it follows that they correspond to the same element in
RHom0Q.

REMARK 20. If y =: m + sup{nm - (pn - 1)/(p - 1)} and pt kills the
torsion of Rl Hom(Rr(X/T, E), Rr(X’/T’, E’)), then we see that pJ.L+tp comes
from an element of Hom(Rr(X/T, E), R0393(X’/T’, E’) in Theorem 1. If T and
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T’ are p-adic enlargements, then in place of 03BC we can use the slightly better
m + sup (nm - pn}.
We next give some variations and generalizations of our main comparison

Theorem 1. In the next section we use the language of convergent crystals to
package some of these results in a more systematic form.

DEFINITION 21. We shall say that two logarithmic schemes Z and Z’ are "almost
the same" if Z = Z’ and additionally the sheaves of monoids Mz and Mz’ are the
same. We say that thickenings T of Z and T’ of Z’ are "almost the same" if the
underlying thickenings of schemes are the same and MT = MT, . If T is almost
the same as T’ and S is almost the same as S’, then we say that two morphisms
f: S - T and f’: S’ ~ T’ are "the same" if they comprise the same morphisms
of underlying schemes and of monoids.

For example, if Z is hollow and f : S ~ T is any morphism of enlargements of
Z, then f: BQ ~ T is "the same" as f .

THEOREM 2. Suppose that Z/k and Z’/k are affine f s log schemes which are
almost the same, and suppose that their log structures are constant. (This implies
that Zred = Z’red.) Suppose that f : X ~ Z and f’ : X’ ~ Z’ are perfectly smooth
morphisms of relative dimension d, whose restrictions to Zred are the same. Suppose
also that we are given locally free F~-spans E and E’ on X/W and X’/W,
respectively, which become the same over Zred. If T and T’ are affine objects of
Cris (Z/W)~ which are almost the same, there is a canonical isogeny:

The family ofisogenies p satisfies the obvious cocycle conditions and is compatible
with base change: if f : S ~ T and f’: S’ ~ T’are the same then the diagram

commutes.

Proof. The first difficulty we have to overcome is that the enlargements we were
considering in Theorem 1 are noetherian, which is not necessarily the case here.
We begin by considering the case in which f = f’ and Z = Z’ is hollow; in this
case we may and shall further suppose without loss of generality that T’ = T.
Since Z is affine and its log structure is constant, we can find an exact closed
immersion of Z into an affine log smooth formal scheme Y/W . Since Y is affine
and formally smooth, the absolute Frobenius endomorphism of Yk lifts to Y. Let
03BBD:DZ(Y) ~ Y be the logarithmic divided power envelope of Z in Y, and
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let Tz(Y) be the universal p-adic enlargement of Z in Y [12, 2.3]. There is a
commutative diagram:

Since (Fy o AD)* takes the ideal of Z C Y into pOD, Fy o Atf makes DZ(Y)tf
into a p-adic enlargement of Z, and hence we find the map F of the diagram above.
Similarly, T is the PD-morphism coming from the universal property of DZ(Y).
Since F is automatically a PD-morphism, we can conclude that T o F = FDt f , the
map Dtf ~ Dt f induced by Fy.

Pulling back the isomorphism pT provided by Proposition 1 provides us with
an isomorphism

We can assemble the pullback of this map by F, the base change maps of coho-
mology, and the Frobenius morphisms into the following diagram:

As we have seen, the arrows 0 and ~ are isogenies, and hence we can use the
diagram to define an isogeny pD along the bottom. It is clear that if g: Y’ - Y is
a morphism of log smooth schemes and liftings of Frobenius, then pD pulls back
to 03C1D’.
Now suppose that f and f’ are as in the statement of the theorem. The previous

paragraph tells us that the result is true if we restrict to Zred = Z’red. By Lemma 11,
for large r Z(r) and Z’(r) are hollow and hence are the same, and furthermore the
maps

factor through Zred. Thus the case we have already proved applies to give us the
map pCr) in the diagram below. The arrows ~r and vr come from diagram (12), and
we use the diagram to define p.
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This diagram defines the morphism p. It is easy to verify that it is independent
of the choice of r and satisfies the claimed compatibilities.

Let us retum to the situation of Example 13 and explain how to deduce the
isomorphism of Hyodo-Kato [8] from the above theorem. If Y -i T has semi-stable
reduction, then Y’ ~ T  is perfectly smooth, and if Y/T is (classically) smooth
then yx - T X is solid. In fact, let Y  ~ T  be any proper and perfectly smooth

morphism of logarithmic schemes, and let X " (resp. YZ ) denote the pullback of
Y /  to 03BE V (resp. to Z ). Choose a uniformizer 7r of V, and let X/Z denote
the pullback of X " to Z via the corresponding projection S7r: Z ~ ex. The
choice of 7r (modulo k*) also determines a morphism T ~ SV, and by the base
change theorem for crystalline cohomology we obtain an isomorphism

According to Theorem 2, we also have an isomorphism

Finally, we can compute crystalline cohomology using the De Rham cohomology
of the given lifting yx /Tx to obtain an isomorphism:

Assuming that the log structure on Y ~ is trivial, we can assemble these to get the
Hyodo-Kato isomorphism:

In particular, we have:

THEOREM 3 (Hyodo-Kato). Suppose that Y/T is proper and with semi-stable
reduction. Then there is a canonical isomorphism

In the next section we shall show how to generalize this isomorphism to the case
of coefficients, and how to express it in a somewhat more canonical way, using the
language of convergent crystals.

4. Crystals and isocrystals

In this section we study the meaning of the isomorphism p of Theorems 1 and 2
in the context of crystals, and we attempt to explain how it is related to Christol’s
transfer theorem [3].
We begin with a brief review of the theory of the residue mapping (log of

monodromy) for logarithmic crystals. Suppose that E is a crystal of OZ/W -modules
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on a fine saturated log scheme Z/k. For each object T of Cris (Z/W), we have
sheaves MT and 03A91T/T of abelian groups on T, and as T varies these define sheaves
M9 and RZ/W on Cris (Z/W). Furthermore, we have a surjective morphism of
sheaves of OZ/W-modules:

If the log structure of Z is constant, then Oz IW 0 Mg is quasicoherent and in fact
forms a crystal of OZ/W-modules. We write RfZ/W for the quotient of RZ/W by
its p-torsion. 

For each T e Cris (Z/W),Ç2’ can be identified with the ideal of T in the exact
first infinitesimal neighborhood P1T/T of the diagonal embedding T ~ T x r.. T. We
may endow Ç21 TIT with the trivial PD-structure (which is automatically compatible
with the PD-structure on JT), and then P1T/T becomes a PD-thickening P of Z/W .
If E is a crystal of Oz/w-modules, we have canonical identifications p*2ET ~
EP ~ P* E, and the difference p2 - p* then induces a morphism ET - ET 0 Ç21
This morphism is OT-linear, and as T varies it defines a morphism of sheaves of

Oz/w-modules:

which we call the "residue mapping" of E. As usual, we can prolong R to a
sequence of maps

for all q, and Rq+1 o Rq = 0. For each OT-algebra A and each

we get an A-linear endomorphism R(8) of E 0 A. If E is a convergent isocrystal
on Z/W , then there is a similar theory for each enlargement T of Z/W . We shall
say that R is nilpotent (resp. that Q 0 R is nilpotent) if R(â) is nilpotent for every
OT-algebra A (resp., for every Q ~ OT-algebra) and every 9.

DEFINITION 22. Let E be a crystal on Z/W. A "transfer structure" on E is a
family of isogenies p =: {03C1T,T’ : Q 0 ET - Q ~ ET’}, indexed by the set of
pairs (T, T’) of thickenings of Z/W which are almost the same (Definition 21),
satisfying the following conditions:
1. If T, T’, and T" are almost the same, then PT’ ,T" o 03C1T,T’ = PT,Tit; furthermore

pT,T = id.
2. The family p is compatible with pullbacks: if f : S ~ T and f’: S’ ~ T’ are

the same, then 03C1S,S’ 0 03B8f = 03B8f’ o f*(03C1T,T’) (c.f. Theorem 2).
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The category of "crystals with transfer structure" is defined in the obvious way,
and in particular its morphisms are required to be compatible with the transfer
structure. There are obvious analogies for convergent isocrystals and p-adically
convergent isocrystals.

When Z is hollow, we can give a more explicit description of transfer structures.
Consider the full subcategory hCris(Z/W) of Cris (Z/W) consisting of those PD-
thickenings whose log structure is also hollow. (This is a special case of Kato’s
"narrow crystalline site," c.f. [9]). There is the obvious analog for enlargements,
and the notion of a crystal on hCris(Z/W) (resp. on hEnl(Z/W)) is defined in
the obvious way. If T is any object of Cris (Z/W), we let h(T) or T denote
the hollowing out (Remark 7) of T, which is an object of hCris(Z/W). If E is
a crystal on hCris(Z/W) we can define a crystal h*E on Cris (Z/W) by letting
h*ET = : ET for any object T of Cris (Z/W). Then h*ET has an obvious transfer
structure: if S is almost the same as T, then S = T, and we let ps,T be the identity
map E Sb --+ ET. There is also an obvious restriction functor E H E which takes
crystals on Cris (Z/W) to crystals on hCris(Z/W). Then it is clear that we can
view a transfer structure on E as an isogeny p: h*(E) ~ E.

When Z is a split hollow log scheme, we can make everything even more
explicit. Let Q =: MZ, and recall (Remark 7) that the splitting of Z allows us to
identify Z with ZQ.

PROPOSITION 23. Suppose that ZQ is a split hollow log scheme. Then there is an
equivalence between the category of crystals on hCris(Z/W) and the category of
pairs (E, R), where E is a crystal on Z/W and R: E ~ E0R1jw is a morphism
of crystals of OZ/W-modules such that for every A and every 8 E TZ/Z(A),
p( 8) (p( â) - 1) ... (p(â) - n) tends to zero p-adically.

Proof. For any object T of Enl(Z/W), TQ is an object of hCris(Z/W), and
so if E is a crystal on hCris(Z/W), we can define ET =: ETQ. It is clear that
this construction defines a crystal on Enl(Z/W), and that E ~ E is functorial. In
particular, we obtain a morphism of crystals R: E --+ E 0 RZ/W.
We show that our functor is an equivalence by working locally on Z, with the

aid of a closed immersion of Z in a smooth Y/W. Let Y =: YQ, so that we have
an exact closed immersion Z - Y, let D be the PD-envelope of Z in Y, and let
D(1) be the (exact) PD-envelope of Z in Y x Y. Then if T is any other object
of hCris(Z/W), locally on T there exists a map (not unique) T ~ D. Then the
usual pattern applies, and we see that to give a crystal on hCris(Z/W) is the same
as giving its value ED on D and an isomorphism ~: p*2ED ~ piED on D(1),
satisfying the cocycle condition. Furthermore, the data of e is equivalent to that of
a connection
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Thus we can view VD as a pair (V, R), where V defines a crystal on Z/W and
R is the horizontal endomorphism with the convergence property described. (See
[10] or [14, 1.1.8] for details.)

REMARK 24. Instead of choosing a splitting of Mz, we could try to choose an
embedding of Z in a smooth Y over W and an extension of P by Gy extending
Mz. Then if we let Y be the hollow log scheme obtained from Y and this extension,
the universal DZ(Y) is an object of hCris(Z/W), and taking the value of E on
this object we find an OD-module ED together with an integrable connection
V : E D - ED 0 Ç21 W* There is an exact sequence

and in particular 17 induces a morphism RD: ED - ED 0 03A91Y/Y. However, there
is no canonical splitting of the above sequence, in general, and hence no way to
construct a connection ED ~ En 0 Í1,t/w without choosing a splitting of Mz. Of
course, in the special case in which Z = Spec k, the datum of such a connection is
empty, and so in this case a splitting of Mz is not necessary.

COROLLARY 25. Suppose that E is a convergent or p-adically convergent iso-
crystal on Z/W, where Z is hollow. Then for every hollow enlargement T of Z/W,
ET is a flat Q 0 OT-module.

Proof. This question is local on T, so we may as well assume that MT is split,
i.e. T ~ TM and ET £É ET. According to [12, 2.9], every p-adically convergent
crystal on Z/W is flat, so ET is flat over Q 0 OT.

It easy to describe the "logarithmic part of the monodromy" of a crystal on
hCris(Z/W). Namely, if T is an object of hCris(Z/W) and g E Aut(T/T), then
the crystal structure gives us an isomorphism

since 9 is the identity, 0g is just a linear automorphism of ET. The cocycle condition
says that that Ogh = Bh o h*(03B8g) = Oh 0 Og, so 9 r--+ Og defines a right action
of Aut(T/T) on ET. Now Aut(T/T) is just the set of automorphisms of the
extension

which restrict to the identity on Z. Thus

Thanks to the divided powers on JT, we have a morphism log: 1 + JT -i JT which
induces a morphism
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where M(T) =: Ker (TM(T) ~ TM(Z)). When the divided powers on JT are
nilpotent, log is an isomorphism, with inverse given by the usual exponential series
exp. The following formula is due to Hyodo and Kato [8, Sect. 5]; it follows easily
from the formula for E: p*2E ~ pi E; c.f. also [ 14, (1.1.8)].

PROPOSITION 26. Suppose that RT: ET ~ ET 0 M9 is integrable and that its
reduction modulo p has nilpotent p-curvature. Then for any u E M(T),

converges. If RT is the connection matrix of a crystal on hCris(Z/W), then the
monodromy action 03B8T of GM(T) is given by 03B8T(u) = URT. If RT(~) is nilpotent
for all É9 E TM, then 0 factors through the logarithm morphism (17) and extends
to an action of the algebraic group TM, in terms of which we can write:

REMARK 27. There are evident analogs of the above results for convergent iso-
crystals, in which the convergence condition is replaced by the statement that the
monodromy map (26) should converge in the open tube of radius one.

We shall also need to give an explicit description of the functor h* on a split
hollow log scheme Zp. Again we suppose that Z C y is a closed immersion, where
Y/W is smooth. Let 03B1P: P ~ Oy[P] denote the monoid algebra associated to
P. Then ap defines a prelog structure on X =: SpecY (OY[P]), and we let X
denote the corresponding log scheme (again writing ap for the corresponding log
structure). Then X/Y and X/W are log smooth. Because P* = 0 there is a section
Y - X which gives an exact closed immersion Y ~ X, where Y =: Y p. Let
X denote the formal completion of X along Y, and notice that the log structure of
X is constant, but not hollow. We find a morphism of log schemes  ~ Y, and
correspondingly morphisms of complexes:

where 7r* is the map induced from the morphism X ~ Y and 0 is the map
constructed in Claim 8. Now if D is the divided power envelope of Z in X, it
follows that a crystal on Z is determined by a sheaf ED of 0D modules endowed
with an integrable connection

Similarly, if T is the divided power envelope of Z in Y, a crystal on hCris(Z/W)
is determined by a sheaf ET of OT-modules endowed with an integrable connec-
tion
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CLAIM 28. If E is a crystal on hCris(Z/W), then

and B7 D is the unique extension of 17T compatible with the map (18).
Proof. The definition of h* E says that h* ED = EDb , and since there is a

log map D’ - T, we can identify ED with the pullback of ET. To see that the
connection is as claimed, we note that (h*E)D(1) ~ ED(1), where D(1) is the
universal enlargement of Z in X x X. We can thus identify (h*E)D(1) with the
pull back of ET( 1 ) via the natural map D(1) ~ T(1). Now the compatibility with
the connections follows from diagram (2) in the proof of Claim 8.

If Z is smooth over k, then the statement and proof of Proposition 23 show
that crystals are determined by their values on local liftings (which are noetherian)
together with a stratification. Then the method of [ 13, 0.7.2] proves:

PROPOSITION 29. Suppose that Z/k is a hollow log scheme and that Zlk
is smooth. Then every convergent isocrystal on hEnl(Z/W) admits an integral
structure of a crystal on Z/W.

The nilpotence of the residue mapping for F-crystals is well-known. In fact, we
shall see that it holds more generally, for Foo -spans.

PROPOSITION 30. If R is the residue mapping of an F°° -span on Z/W, then
idQ 0 R is nilpotent. The same is true for convergent F-isospans, at least if Z/k is
smooth.

Proof. We shall show that R is, up to conjugacy, infinitely divisible by p. This
follows from the following lemma.

LEMMA 31. The map F;lz: RZ(1)/W ~ wfZ/W is divisible by p. Consequently,
if E’ is a crystal of OZ/W-modules on Z(1)/k, the residue mapping
R: E ~ E 0 RfZ/W of E =: Fz/z.E’ is divisible by p.

Proof. Although OT 0 M9 is not necessarily quasicoherent, we have a commu-
tative diagram with exact rows:

Hère T(l) is the log scheme appearing in the relative Frobenius diagram (3); recall
that the natural map t: 0(l) ~ OT is an isomorphism. Note that pdf o (t o id) =
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df o ( c ~ p ) = F* o d(1) annihilates Ker(1), and since 03A91fT/T is p-torsion free, so
does df o (t ~ id). Thus there is a map

such that ETIT o d(1) = df (t 0 id). It is clear that FT T = peTIT. If E’ and E are
as described, we can identify ET with E’T(1), and with this identification,

Now suppose that E is an F°°-span. We have for every n &#x3E; 0 a commutative

diagram 

where 03A6(n) is a p-isogeny. If, on the other hand, E is an F°°-isospan, then for
every n &#x3E; 0 we are given a convergent isocrystal En on Z/W and an isomorphism
F*(En) ~ En-1. We can restrict everything to hEnl(Z/W) and, if Z/k is smooth,
we can apply Proposition 29 to see that for each n there is an integral structure Eô
on En. Then for each n there is a p-isogeny F*n : En0 ~ Eo, say of level mn, and
we have a similar diagram. Thus in either case, Proposition 30 will follow from
the following:
LEMMA 32. Suppose that T =: Spf B is an affine p-adic formal scheme, flact and
of finite type over W, E and Ç2 are finitely generated p-torsion free B-modules,
and R: E - 03A9 0 E is a linear map. Suppose that for every integer n there exist
a finitely generated B-module En, a map Rn: En ~ Ç2 0 En and a p-isogeny
03A6n: En - E such that Ripn = pn idn 0 03A6nRn. Then for every Q 0 B algebra
A and every B-linear map a: 03A9 ~ A, the corresponding endomorphism R(a) of
E Q9 BAis nilpotent.

Proof. It suffices to consider the universal case, in which A =: Q 0 8’(0)
and 8 is the "inclusion." Let r: E ~ S·(03A9) ~ E ~ 8’(0) denote R(~) and let G
denote the graded S·(03A9)-subalgebra of the graded ring of graded endomorphisms
of Q 0 E Q9 S* (Q) generated by r. This ring is commutative and finitely generated
over B, and its p-adic completion G is topologically finitely generated over W.
By [16, 4.5], if Q is any maximal ideal of Q 0 Ô, the quotient (Q 0 G)/Q is a
finite extension K’ of K, and the valuation v of K extends uniquely to K’. Let
03B8: G ~ K’ denote the corresponding homomorphism; which in fact maps G into
the valuation ring of K’.

For each n, 03A6n: En ~ E is a p-isogeny, so that there exist mn and Tln: E - En
such that 03A6nVn = Vn03A6n = p’,’2n. ThenpmnR(8)i = pni03A6nRn(~)iVn for all i, and
prnnri - pni ri,n, where ri,n =: 03A6nRin(~)Vn E Ends(E 0 8’(0)). Obviously
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this element commutes with r modulo torsion, and, since it stabilizes the faithful
G-module E, it is integral over G. We can therefore extend 0 to the ring gen-
erated by G and ri,n, and 03B8(ri,n) will belong to the valuation ring of K’. Since
mnv(p) + iv(03B8(r)) = ni + v(03B8(ri,n)), we find that v(03B8(r))  n - mnv(p)/i for all
i, and taking the limit as i - oo shows that v03B8((r))  n. Since this is true for all
n, we see that 0(r) = 0. Thus, the image f of r in Q 0 Û belongs to every maximal
ideal, and by [16, 5.3], it follows that f is nilpotent. Then there exists n &#x3E; 0 such

that rn is infinitely divisible by p. But rn is homogeneous of degree n, and since
each homogeneous piece of G is p-adically separated, it follows that rn = 0.

In Christol’s transfer theorem, the differential equation determines the transfer
structure uniquely. We show that this is true in our context as well, provided that
the monoid MZ is locally free.

PROPOSITION 33. Suppose that Z is a hollow log scheme such that MZ is
locally free, and E is a crystal or a convergent isocrystal on Z/W with nilpotent
residue mapping. Then if E admits a transfer structure, it is unique. In particular,
the transfer structure on an Foo -span is unique. If Z/W is smooth, the same is
true for FOO -isospans.

Proof. We can view a transfer structure on E as an isogeny

Note that there is a natural identification: (h*(E)) ~ E, and with this identifi-
cation 03C1 = id, by the cocycle condition (22.1). If we let H =: Hom(h*(EQ), E),
then we can view p as a global section of Q ~ H, and hence it will suffice to prove
that the natural map

is injective. It is clear that H also admits a transfer structure, and hence is isoge-
nous to h*(H), so it suffice to prove the injectivity with h*(H) in place of H.
Furthermore H also has nilpotent residue mapping. Changing our notation, we see
that it will suffice to prove:

LEMMA 34. Suppose that E is an isocrystal on hEnl(Z/W), or a crystal on
hCris(Z/W), with nilpotent residue mapping. Then the natural map

is injective.
Proof. Suppose that e is a member of the kernel and that T is a thickening of

Z. We have to prove that eT = 0, and it suffices to do this locally on T. We may
and shall assume that T is affine, that MT is split, and that P =: MZ is free. A
splitting P =: MZ ~ MT defines a prelog structure (3T: P ~ OT. Let use the
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notation of Claim (28). Thus, we suppose that T = Spf B, we let B [P] denote the
monoid algebra over B, and we let X =: Spec B [P], with its canonical prelog and
log structures. Because P is free, B[P] is just a polynomial algebra over B. We
have exact closed immersions j : T - X and j: T ~ X, and since Z is hollow,
the maps Z ~ X obtained by composing ZT ~ T with j and j a are the same.
Let D be the universal thickening of Z in X; since X is a polynomial algebra,
the natural map OD - (Q 0 B) [[P]] is injective. Since eT = j*(eD), it suffices
to prove that eD = 0, and our assumption on e implies that eT = h(eD) = 0.
Furthermore, from the fact that e is horizontal, it follows that VD (eD) = 0, where
~D: h* ED - h* ED 0 03A91X/T. Now eD can be written uniquely as a formal sum

By Claim 28,

Of course, e0 = j(eD) = 0 by assumption. If p ~ 0, there is a map a: P9 - Z
such that ~(p) ~ 0, and we find that RT(~)(ep) + 8(p)ep = 0. Since RT(8) is
nilpotent and a(p) is a nonzero element of Q, it follows that ep = 0.

Proposition 33 suggests that it should be possible to give an "explicit formula"
for the transfer structure on an isocrystal with nilpotent residue map. If we give
ourselves some "coordinates," this is indeed possible. Let us suppose that the log
structure on Z is hollow and split, let P =: M, and let P ~ Mz be a splitting.
Suppose we are also given an embedding Z --+ Y, where Y/W is smooth. Let
T, D, X, and Y be as in the proof of Lemma 34. Then an isocrystal E on Z
will have a value ED on D, and ED has an integrable connection VD: ED --;
ED~03A31X/W, Furthermore, we have a natural map d: P9 - 03A91X/W, which induces
an isomorphism OX 0 P9 - 03A91X/Y. Define EH to be the set of all sections e of
ED such that ~n(e) = 0 for all,9 e Hom (Pg, Z) and all n sufficiently large. It is
clear that EnilD is an OT-submodule of E and that it inherits a connection

Furthermore, ~D induces a nilpotent 03A91T/T-valued endomorphism R of Enil. Ten-
soring with Ox, we see that R and Vnil induce a connection

CLAIM 35. Suppose that E is a crystal on Z/W with nilpotent residue map and
which admits a transfer structure. The maps
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are isogenies.
Proof. Since E is assumed to have a transfer structure, we may assume that

E = h*(E). The explicit description (Claim 28) of the functor h* makes it clear
that the map EH - E is surjective, and Lemma 34 implies that it is injective,
so the first statement is clear. The second statement now follows, using again the
description of h*.

It is convenient to express the main results of the previous section in the fol-
lowing way.

THEOREM 4. Suppose that f : X ~ Z is a perfectly smooth morphism of fine
saturated log schemes over k and that the log structure on Z is constant. Then
if E is an F~-span on X/W and q E bfN, there is a convergent F~-isospan
Eq of fiat Q 0 Oz/w-moduZes such that for each p-adic enlargement T of Z/W,
EqT ~ Q 0 RqfX/T*E. Furthermore the value of Eq on each enlargement (T, ZT)
depends, up to canonical isomorphism, only on (T, MT), not on aT: MT - OT-
If Z/k is smooth, the residue mapping of Eq is nilpotent.

The main new difficulty is the flatness; recall that in general, even in charac-
teristic zero, coherent sheaves with integrable logarithmic connection need not be
flat. (Of course, in characteristic zero, the analogous flatness statement of the above
theorem should certainly hold, and in fact a special case was proved years ago with
a different language by Steenbrink [15, 2.18].) The flatness here is a consequence
of the fact that ET is independent of aT.

The key technical point is the following:

LEMMA 36. Suppose that f: X - Z is as in Theorem 4 and T is a p-adic
enlargement of Z/W. Then Q 0 RI f*(XT/T) is a fiat sheaf over Q 0 OT.

Proof. We follow the method of [12, 3.1]. This question is local on T and on Z,
and so we may and shall assume that both are affine. We may also assume that Mz
is split and that MZ is a constant monoid P.

Suppose first that Z is hollow, so that Z ~ ZP. Choose an embedding of Z in a
smooth Y/W. Then we have an exact closed immersion Z C Y, where Y =: YP.
Let Y(1) =: Y x W Y, and let Z ~ Y(1) be the embedding via the diagonal
(which is no longer exact). Let Y and (1) denote the exact formal completions
of Y and Y ( 1 ) along Z, respectively. Note that Y (1) ~ Y x w Y, but the process
of exactification changes the underlying scheme, and in fact (1) ~ Y(1) x ê p.
Observe that the projection map (1) ~  is flat. If we let T (resp. T(1)) denote
the exact universal p-adic enlargement of Z in Y (resp., in Y(l», it follow that
the maps T(1) ~ T are also flat. Thus, formation of the cohomology sheaves
Rq !x/T*E commutes with pullback to T(l), and we have isomorphisms:
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It is clear that these isomorphisms satisfy the cocycle condition. This tells us that
Q 0 Rq fX/T*E admits a stratification, and hence defines a p-adically convergent
crystal E7 on hEnl(Z/W)p. Corollary 25 implies that ET is a flat sheaf of Q 0 OT-
modules, and it follows that the formation of Q 0 Hq (XT, E) commutes with all
base change T’ ~ T. But for any hollow p-adic enlargement T’ of Z/W, locally
on T’ there exists a map T’ ~ T, and it follows that each Q 0 Hq(X/T’, E) is flat
over Q 0 OT, . More generally, sincé the log structure on any p-adic enlargement
T’ of Z/W is constant, we can apply Theorem 1 to find an isomorphism

so Q 0 Hq(X/T’, E) is also flat.
Now if Z is not hollow, consider the diagram (14) used in the proof of Theorem 2.

Suppose that (T, zT) is a p-adic enlargement of Z/W. From that proof we see that
we have an isogeny

Now for n large enough, Z(’) is hollow, so we conclude that Q 0 Hq(X/T, E) is
also flat over Q 0 OT.

Proof of Theorem 4. Using the lemma and the base changing formula for
crystalline cohomology, we see that Rqf*E forms a p-adically convergent isocrystal
on Enl(Z/W). It is clear that it inherits an F°°-isospan structure, and the method
of Remark 16 allows us to prolong Eq to a convergent crystal. Finally, the fact that
ET does not depend on aT follows from Theorem 2.

5. The logarithmic Weil group

The structure of a convergent F°°-isospan on a fine and saturated log scheme
Z/k can be elucidated by enlarging the category Enl(Z/W) slightly. We define
Wcns (Z/W) to be the category of "Weil enlargements", having the same collection
of objects as Enl(Z/W) but such that the set of morphisms T’ ~ T is the set of
pairs (03C8T, d), where rq;T: T’ ---+ T is a morphism of formal schemes such that there
is a commutative diagram

Thecomposition (03C8T, d)o(03C8’T’, d’) is defined to be (03C8To03C8’T’, d+d’). We often write
1/; for (1/;T,d) and deg(03C8) for d. If E is a convergent F°°-isospan on Z/W, then
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for each morphism (03C8T, d): T’ ~ T of Weil enlargements we have 03C8*T(En+dT) ~
(Fi* En+d)T’, and hence there is an isomorphism:

induced by 03A6(d)n : Fd*ZEn+d ~ En. In particular, when E is an F-isocrystal, we find
isomorphisms

extending the usual transition maps indexed by morphisms of enlargements. Thus,
an F-isocrystal can be viewed as a crystal on the category of Weil enlargements.

If T and T’are Weil enlargements of Z/W , then the set of morphisms T’ ~ T
will be denoted by Wcris(T’,T), and we write Wcris(T) for the (not necessarily
commutative) monoid Wcris(T, T). We note that if E is a convergent F-isocrystal,
Wcris(T, T) acts semilinearly on the right on ET. There is a natural map

We let Wcns(T’) be the group associated to the monoid WJ¡s(T). Recall that ÇT
stands for the isomorphism class of the extension of monoids

and that MT ~ zT(Mz).

LEMMA 37. If T is hollow, we have an exact sequence:

An element 03C8 of Wcris (T’, T) lies in the image ofcris (T’, T) ifand only if 03C8*03BET’ =
pdeg03C803BET. In particular, this is always the case if T’ is affine or if 03BET’ = 0.

Proof. If 1/;1 1 and 03C82 are two elements of Wcris (T’, T) with the same image in
Wcris (T’, T), then in particular they have the same degree d. Thus they both act
as multiplication by pd on Mz and hence also on MZT, since the map ZT ~ Z
is solid. Since also 03C81,T = 03C82,T, they share the same action on O*ZT, and so their
actions on MZT differ by a map M: MZT ~ 0* . But they agree on Mz, and the
map MZ ~ MZT is an isomorphism, and it follows that,4 vanishes, so 1/Jl,Z and
03C82,Z agree on all of MZT. Thus, 03C81 and 03C82 agree on the log scheme ZT, and hence
Lemma 9 tells us that they differ by an element of T(T’) ~ M(T). This proves
the exactness of the sequence. For the characterization of the image of Wcris (T’, T),
just observe that, since T is hollow, there is a logarithmic morphism lying over an
element e of Wcris (T’, T ) if and only if there is a commutative diagram of monoid
morphisms:
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But ?i* is multiplication by pd, and we see that this diagram exists if and only if
there is an isomorphism of extensions ’lj;* ÇT’ = pdÇT.

It seems natural to introduce the following analog of the Weil-Deligne group.
Composition with the p-adic logarithm defines a map

We define Wcris(Z/W) to be the category whose objects are the hollow enlarge-
ments of Z/W, and in which the morphisms Wcris(T’,T) are taken to be the
pushout:

Composition is defined using the addition law on TM in the obvious way. Using
the same notation for the associated groups, we have an exact sequence

Recall that TM(T) ~ Hom(Mg, OT), on which there is a natural semilinear
action of W cris(T): if e E W cris(T) and T E T M(T),

This action of Wh, (T) can also be thought of as a Tate twist of the action of
Wcris(T). We should also point out that it follows immediately from formula (1)
of Lemma 2 that this action is also the action of Wcris(T) on TM 0 Q by inner
automorphism corresponding to the exact sequence (20).
We can summarize this viewpoint as follows.

PROPOSITION 38. Suppose that Z/k is a hollow log scheme and that E is a
convergent F-isocrystal on Z/W. Then E determines a crystal on Wcris(Z/W).
In particular, if T is any hollow enlargement of Z/W, then there is a natural
semilinear action OfWcris(T) on ET (on the right). The residue mapping RT E
M9 0z End(ET) is nilpotent, and the action 0 of an element T E TM(T) is given
by Or = exp(RTT). Furthermore, RT E End(E) 0 Mg commutes with the action
of Wcris (T):

Let us now look at the specific case of Z = : 03BE V, the "punctured point" associated
to a complete discrete valuation ring as described in Example 13. Because Z =
Spec k  is affine, we let W cris (k V) denote the opposite of the category W cris (03BE V).
If V is a finite extension of V, we can endow its formal spectrum T with the
log structure obtained by pulling back the log structure of T via the natural map
T ~ T. Let lfl =: Spec kfl denote the log scheme obtained by using the induced
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log structure on the residue field of V. Then the diagram:

makes T a hollow enlargement of 03BE V; we let V denote the corresponding object of
Wcris(k V). Then if E is a convergent F-isocrystal on 03BE V, we see than Wcris(V) =
Wcns (T)op operates semilinearly on the left on EV. A valuation of V determines
a map T : Mg =: K*/V* ~ Q, which is in fact an element of TM (Q), and in fact
we have a bijection between the set of valuations and TM ( Q ) . If we identify an
element T of TM(Q) with the corresponding automorphism of Wcris(V), then
03C8 o T = T, so formula (21) tells us that for any e E W cris (VQ),

The logarithmic Witt scheme S’v described in Example 13 is an especially
interesting enlargement, and we denote the corresponding object of W cris (k v by
WV. In particular, if E is a convergent F-isocrystal on 03BE V, then its value on Sv
is a Ko-vector space endowed with a linear endomorphism N =: RT (T) and an
Fxo -linear endomorphism $ =: 03B8~S, satisfying N03A6S = p03A6SN.

Working in the other direction, we see that the formal spectrum T’ of any
finite extension of V (with the log structure induced from T) becomes a hollow
enlargement of 03BE V. Passing to the limit, we find a group extension:

which acts naturally on ETa - K 0 ET. A choice of a uniformizer 7r of V induces
a morphism f1r: T ~ SV. It also compatibly splits the sequence 3T’b for every
T’, and these splittings define a section of (22) and hence a map Wcris(T) -
W cris (SV). It is clear that we have an isomorphism

compatible with these actions. Thus, 03C103C0, q, s, and Rs completely determine ET.
We can also reverse this determination. Namely, we have an exact sequence:

and we can use the splitting CI’Ir of (22) to define a semilinear action of this group on

ETa. The invariants of Gal(K/Ko) are a Ko-form of E,4 which is stable under the
action of TM(Ko) (this gives RS) and endowed with an action of Wcris/Icris ~ Z
(this gives -*S).
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To summarize:

PROPOSITION 39. If we choose an algebraic closure K of K, the category of
convergentF-isocrystals on 03BE V becomes equivalent to the category offinite dimen-
sional K-vector spaces equipped with a semilinear actions of the group W cris (V).
If we choose a uniformizer and a nontrivial valuation of V, the category becomes
equivalent to the category of finite dimensional Ko-vector spaces, equipped with
a nilpotent endomorphism N and a Frobenius-linear endomorphism 03A6, satisfyit;g
N03A6 = p03A6F*N.

If Y/V has semi-stable reduction, then yx /T  is perfectly smooth, and if Y/V
is (classically) smooth then Y’ - T x is solid. Moreover, Y x is an enlargement of
its special fiber Xx, so an F-crystal E on X /W , has a value Eyx on yx. By the
existence theorem for a proper morphism, Eyx extends to a coherent sheaf EYK
on YK, and the crystal structure induces an integrable connection on this sheaf.
Furthermore, we have

in the notation of Theorem 4. Thus we can restate the theorem of Hyodo and Kato
as follows:

THEOREM 5. Suppose that Y/V is proper and has semistable reduction and
E is an F-crystal on the (logarithmic) special fiber X’lkx. Then the De Rham
cohomology HbR((Ey, ~Y)/K) ~ K admits a canonical action of Wcris(K). In
particular, HqDR(YK/K) admits such an action.

Warning: It is conjectured, but not known in general, that this action is functorial
for maps of the generic fiber.

REMARK 40. Suppose that we start with a smooth proper scheme Y/K with
"potentially log good reduction;" i.e. such that there exists a finite extension

K’/K and a perfectly smooth and proper Y’/T such that Y’K’ ~ YK,. Then
in addition to the a semilinear action pcris of Wcàs(K’ ) on HDR(Y/ K), we
have also a semilinear action pDR of Gal(K/K), coming from the isomorphism
HDR(Y/K) ~ K ~ HDR(Y/K). Let Wcris(K/K) denote the inverse image of
Gal(K/K) in Wcris(K). Then we can define a linear action pp of the algebra-
ic W(K/K) on HqDR(Y’IK’) by combining these two actions. That is, we set
03C1p(03B3) = 03C1DR(03B3) 0 03C1cris (-Y) - 1 . The group W (K/K) is just the usual Weil-Deligne
group constructed in [5], and for each prime ~ ~ p there is also an action of this
group on ~-adic cohomology. It is natural to conjecture that these two actions are
compatible, in the sense of op. cit.. For a muclrmor-e detailed discussion of this
conjecture (from a different point of view), c.f. [7].
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